
T-ROK EXTERIOR PANELS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The T-Rok is a durable, lightweight, exterior wall panel that 
emulates rich texture and colour of smooth natural stone.

We individually cast each panel by pouring 1/8" of glass 
fibre reinforced concrete (GFRC), fine aggregate and 
natural colour pigment into highly-detailed moulds. 

The panels contain a 1" EPS (foam) core. As a result, they 
weigh under 2 lbs per square foot and can be installed 
quickly and easily without any structural support. They also 
provide R-value insulation of 4(+).

Note: the EPS we use meets or exceeds the CAN/ULC S701 
standard for polystyrene.  

PRODUCT USE 

T-Rok Panels are designed for exterior applications. They 
are suitable for residential or  commercial projects and can 
be installed over new or existing construction.

DIMENSIONS

- Size: 16" x 24"
- Weight: under 2 lbs per sq ft
- Thickness: 1 1/8"

BETTER THAN STONE

INSTALLATION

T-Rok's can be installed over new or existing construction. 
For new construction, they are applied over an EIFS 
system. No mechanical fastening or structural support is 
required. For detailed installation instructions, please see 
the "T-Rok Panel Installation Guide", found on our website.

MAINTENANCE

T-Rok Panels come pre-sealed and are made of moisture 
resistant GFRC. As a result, they do not require any 
finishing and will not absorb dirt or dust. If any dirt 
accumulates on their surface, they can be safely power 
washed.

LIMITED WARRANTY

T-Rok Panels come with a five year limited warranty. 
Contact us for more information.

SAFETY / HANDLING 

Until T-Rok's are installed on a wall, they should be handled 
with care to avoid cracking - do not throw or step on them. 
They can be stored by stacking one on top of the other. 
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